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We humans have never been crazier about our cats. And yoga just keeps getting bigger every year. So what happens when you combine
cats and yoga? The best of everything and then some! Just seeing a cat makes us feel good, but seeing a cute kitty doing Warrior III?
How can you not smile? Yoga Cats remind us of the basic principles of yoga: follow your breath; be present; feel connection to our
living world... and don't forget to get in touch with your inner kitty!
Yoga KittensTake Life One Pose at a TimeRavette Publishing Limited
This groovy series from New York Times bestselling team James and Kimberly Dean introduces Pete the Cat before he was Pete the
Cat...when he was little Pete the Kitty! Pete the Kitty is super excited to visit his friend Grumpy Toad’s house for a playdate! Grumpy
Toad has all the best toys: a truck, building blocks, and a superhero cape. Far out! It’s going to be cat-tastic! But when Grumpy Toad
refuses to share any of his cool toys with Pete, neither of them are having any fun. Will Grumpy Toad ever share his toys with his
friend Pete? In this easy-to-read and engaging picture book, little readers will learn all about sharing with their favorite blue kitten!
Teaching Contemporary Yoga provides a novel look at how modern yoga is understood, practiced, and taught globally. Utilising
perspectives from several academic disciplines, the authors offer an analysis of the current state of modern yoga and the possibilities
for future experimentation and innovation. The authors draw on anthropological, performance, and embodiment theories to
understand yoga practice as a potentially powerful ritual of transformation as well as a cultural product steeped in the process of
meaning making. They craft a unique analysis that contrasts asana with the largely unexamined philosophy underlying the practice of
vinyasa, while imagining a vibrant future for the evolution of yoga through excellence in teaching. Unlike other writings about yoga,
the authors offer a critique of the current practice of yoga as both diminished and utilitarian, while providing a path to reinvigorating
the discipline based on current scientific knowledge and methods for teaching and practice. Along with these theoretical perspectives
and the analysis of contemporary yoga in the West, the authors offer practical applications to address the challenges of teaching yoga
in a society where individualism and materialism are core values. Open-ended exercises in reflection and experimentation offer
opportunities for readers to apply what they have learned to their teaching and personal practice. This is a vital guide for any yogaoriented scholar, teacher, or practitioner and is an essential companion for contemporary teacher training.
An authentic guide to Thai yoga massage, a unique therapy that combines stretching, breath work, assisted yoga postures, and
pressure point therapy. • Includes more than 80 illustrations, 30 charts, and a complete series of postures for a two-hour full-body
massage. • Author Kam Thye Chow has taught massage in Thailand and throughout Europe and North America. Until recently Thai
yoga massage was virtually unknown in the West. It has its roots in both the ancient healing traditions of Ayurveda and Thai
Buddhism. In this unique practice, the therapist gives a full-body massage that combines palming and thumbing along the Thai energy
lines and pressure points with gentle stretching, movement, and breath work reminiscent of tai chi. Using his or her own hands, feet,
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arms, and legs, the practitioner gently guides the recipient through a series of yoga postures, creating a harmonious and therapeutic
“dance” that leads to greater physical awareness, grace, and spiritual energy. In this comprehensive guide for practitioners, Kam Thye
Chow leads readers through every aspect of this dance--from its history and philosophy to a detailed presentation of a complete Thai
yoga massage session. This important reference includes more than 80 illustrated postures, 30 charts and drawings, and a complete
series of postures for a two-hour full-body massage that focuses attention on both the upper and lower body, which receive equal stress
in the Western lifestyle. Information on contraindications, anatomy, and physiology integrates Western medical knowledge and theory
with this ancient tradition. Massage therapists, physical therapists, nurses, and other medical professionals will find Thai Yoga
Massage an important and innovative complement to their practice.
Yoga with Cat
Cathletics
Meditations for the Wise Minds of Cat Lovers
That Cat Can't Stay
Kitten and the Night Watchman
Cats on Catnip
I Sense a Disturbance ... Near the Cheese

“Smart, bright, well-written....A book about cats as good as this one is rare.” —Smithsonian “May be the most elegantly
written, witty, perceptive statement about felines ever published.” —Philadelphia Inquirer In Secrets of the Cat, author
Barbara Holland engagingly explores the lore, legend, and lives of humanity’s much beloved furry companion, the often
inscrutable feline. An essential book for every cat lover—and for anyone wishing to understand cat lovers—Secrets of the
Cat includes a new introduction by the author.
The true story about one cat's journey to be reunited with his war-torn family.
Created by award-winning professional photographer, Dan Borris, YOGA KITTENS is a whimsical view of our most
faithful companions.
A simple but complete mindfulness meditation program for children as young as three years old and their parents,
designed to encourage kindness and empathy. More and more children are experiencing the benefits of mindfulness
practices at home and in school to reduce stress, regulate emotions, and improve concentration. But true mindfulness
practice also opens the heart and increases compassion and empathy. This is really two books in one: a guide for
parents to the basics and benefits of meditation for children, and a concise practice program of mindfulness meditation
for children, ages three to seven. The program includes stories, bedtime rituals, and an audio download, featuring Yupsi,
a magical dragon. Yupsi’s boundless optimism and good nature will inspire children to feel confidence in their emotions
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and help them develop natural kindness and altruism.
"Quackers has always believed that he is a duck, but when he meets new friends who look like him and call themselves
cats, he has to find a way to combine the best of both worlds"-Cat Yoga
2019 Weekly Planner
Zen Kittens
The True Story of Kunkush's Incredible Journey
Pete the Kitty and the Groovy Playdate
Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes
Yoga and Body Image
Learn how to sit, stay, and roll over with this fully illustrated, “delightful” guide to yoga starring man’s best
friend (Shutterbug magazine). Inspired by a friend’s mastiff who would imitate his master’s morning yoga
routine, photographer Dan Borris created Yoga Dogs, a full-color collection of forty-five different dogs and
puppies doing human yoga poses. Don’t worry: No animals were harmed during the making of these images;
their extreme flexibility is the result of clever digital trickery. The curious, humorous, and distinctly original
pictures are paired with useful information about the poses, as well as some funny canine meditations. “A
fresh and highly entertaining visual treat,” Yoga Dogs is perfect for any yogi of the two or four-legged variety
(Shutterbug magazine).
Don't miss the first and bestselling book in the beloved Pete the Cat series! Pete the Cat goes walking down
the street wearing his brand-new white shoes. Along the way, his shoes change from white to red to blue to
brown to WET as he steps in piles of strawberries, blueberries, and other big messes! But no matter what
color his shoes are, Pete keeps movin' and groovin' and singing his song...because it's all good. Pete the Cat:
I Love My White Shoes asks the reader questions about the colors of different foods and objects—kids love to
interact with the story. The fun never stops—download the free groovin’ song. Don't miss Pete's other
adventures, including Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons,
Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His Magic Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the Bedtime Blues,
Pete the Cat and the New Guy, Pete the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes,
Pete the Cat and the Perfect Pizza Party, and Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!
2019 Daily Planner 6" x 9" (small enough for the purse/roomy enough for entries) 74 pages/Perfect bound
Includes page for owner's name Federal Holidays 2018/2019/2020 Calendar 2018 December (preceding year's
last month) 2020 January (succeeding year's first month) 2-weeks spread 1-week (7-days)/ page Weekly
Affirmations section Weekly Priorities section Attractive Matte Covers We have a growing list of products you
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might want to check for use: from journals to planners, bullet style journals for grid paper, coloring books,
from diaries to special use notebooks, activity books, etc. Find us on Amazon under our brand name
Hardcover. 6 1/4" square. Tired of the rat race? The sassy cats in this paws-itively funny book know exactly
what you mean. These cartoons, from the popular art series created by Kathy Weller, feature adorable cubicle
kittens who have something to say about everything in the workplace, from cure-all coffee to catty
computers.
Humans of New York meets The French Cat in this carefully cultivated, gorgeous full-color collection featuring
New York’s iconic felines and the stories behind them. They inhabit New York City’s most legendary and
coziest spots—the Algonquin Hotel, a whiskey distillery, Bleecker Street Records, and a host of yoga studios,
bodegas, bookstores, and bike shops in between. True New Yorkers—masters of people watching—they perch
on wine crates, piles of books, and a classic hotel countertop, taking in the activity around them. Depending
on their mood, these cats will ignore enthusiastic admirers, offer a few delightful purrs, or occasionally even
take a swipe. Some even find a mouse or two to chase. Shop Cats of New York introduces forty of New York’s
favorite felines—all who have an extraordinary story to tell. Popular cat blogger Tamar Arslanian and
Instagram pet photographer Andrew Marttila capture these deeply loved and well cared for animals in their
city habitat and reveal how they came to reign over their urban kingdoms. A celebration of some of the city’s
most revered citizens and a unique look at New York life, this enchanting illustrated volume is a must for
every cat lover, and every Big Apple devotee.
Quackers
Good Night Yoga
Pete the Cat: Big Reading Adventures
Affirmations and Priorities: Don't Hate Meditate Cat in Yoga Pose (2-Weeks Spread/7-Days Week) Lavender
Yoga Dogs
Sketch Journal
From the creative duo behind the bestselling Me Without You and Happiness Is. . . comes How to Be a
Cat, a lighthearted illustrated guide to living life as a feline. Distinctive artwork and quirky
captions confirm what we already know: cats actually rule the household. Ranging from simple truisms
(Look cute enough to attract cuddles") to perceptive observations ("Consider life a never-ending belly
rub"), this charming book is a must-have gift for anyone who shares their life with a feline friend (or
vice versa)."
This easy to follow book features 40 bodyweight only stretches (with full color photos and
descriptions) for everyone regardless of their fitness level and fitness background. Get ready to
release tight muscles, build stamina and blood flow, develop better body control, sleep better and
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increase your physical and mental performance in every activity and sport. From beginner to advanced
these total body stretches will work for YOU. I'm pleased and honored to feature my parents (Mr. Bob
and Beverly) in this book as the models. They were so pleased to contribute many of their favorite
stretches so you may feel and look better no matter where you are in the world. These stretches can be
done anywhere and anytime by anyone. All you need to do is buy this book and begin improving your life
today!
Winner of the Ezra Jack Keats Award and the Margaret Wise Brown Prize SELECTED AS A BEST BOOK OF 2018
BY THE BOSTON GLOBE, KIRKUS REVIEWS, PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, AND BOOKPAGE “Empathetic, poetic, and a joy to
look at, cute kitty and all.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “This quiet, understated book contains a
wealth of emotions.” –The Horn Book (starred review) “[Illustrator] Yoo sets a lovely mood, taking
readers from sunset to dawn through washes of orange, pink, and blue, the watchman’s compassionate
demeanor assuring them that all’s well.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Yoo’s textured, serene
artwork in beautiful saturated tones perfectly complements Sullivan’s lines and conveys a beauty in the
night and the construction site that readers might otherwise miss.” —Booklist (starred review) “This
soft, gentle story is a perfect bedtime story for lovers of trucks and construction equipment, cats,
and nighttime wanders.” —BCCB (starred review) A stray kitten changes the way the watchman sees
nighttime in this tender book based on a true story, illustrated by Strictly No Elephants artist Taeeun
Yoo. The night watchman hugs his wife and kids and drives to work. All night he is alone. Every hour he
makes his rounds. He sees the stars twinkling. He hears the sounds of the night: ki-DEE ki-DEE ki-DEE
shhhhheeeeeEEEERRRROOOOooooommmmmm Woof! Woof! Woof! Meeeoooow. When he is joined by a stray kitten,
the night suddenly seems different. Has the kitten found a new home? Kitten and the Night Watchman is
inspired by the true story of author John Sullivan meeting a stray cat while working as a night
watchman. The cat, Beebe, was John’s companion for seventeen years.
Kids love yoga—and it’s great for them, so much so that the President’s Council has added the practice
to the fitness activities in the annual President’s Challenge. For parents and caregivers looking for a
fun and effective new routine for bedtime, innovative educator Mariam Gates presents Good Night Yoga, a
playful yet wholly practical book for preparing for sleep. This beautifully illustrated, full-color
book tells the story of the natural world as it closes down for the night, while teaching children a
simple flow of yoga postures inspired by their favorite characters from nature. Moving from “Sun
Breath” to “Cloud Gathering” to “Ladybug & Butterfly” and more, readers learn techniques for selfsoothing, relaxing the body and mind, focusing attention, and other skills that will support restful
sleep and improve overall confidence and well-being.
Cat loves to nap. If only he could find a good resting place to hide from playful (and wide awake)
Kitten! Opposites and hide-and-seek make this a fun story for nap time -- or anytime.
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Introducing Japanese Popular Culture
The Magic of Meditation
A Pose-by-Pose Bedtime Story
Cat Nap
2018 Weekly Monthly Planner 6 X 9 To-Do-Lists Book Calendar Journal Organizer Notebook Schedule for
Yoga Lovers Namaste
Physical Philosophy and Critical Issues
Tiptop Cat
Describes games, contests, and activities cat owners can share with their pets to insure their animals get enough exercise
Narrated by a cat-loving little girl, this story is a hysterical romp through a family's pet adoption dilemma. Poor Dad does not like cats, and he
voices his opposition to the steady stream of stray cats that always seem to wind up on his doorstep—thanks to a cat-loving Mom who wants to save
every stray she finds. In an effort to win Dad over, the little girl hides a tiny stray kitten in her hood and convinces Dad to just give it one small
squeeze. Dad manages, with trepidation, to stick out his pinkie and pet the creature. But now that five cats have taken over his favorite chair, he
becomes desperate and makes a visit to the pound. Dad returns happily with a big, fat puppy—everyone gets something that they want. With
hilarious ink and watercolor illustrations, this picture book demonstrates the resourcefulness, love, and compromises of a pet-loving family.
Examines how Black women elders have managed stress, emphasizing how self-care practices have been present since at least the mid-nineteenth
century, with roots in African traditions. How have Black women elders managed stress? In Black Women's Yoga History, Stephanie Y. Evans
uses primary sources to answer that question and to show how meditation and yoga from eras of enslavement, segregation, and migration to the
Civil Rights, Black Power, and New Age movements have been in existence all along. Life writings by Harriet Jacobs, Sadie and Bessie Delany,
Eartha Kitt, Rosa Parks, Jan Willis, and Tina Turner are only a few examples of personal case studies that are included here, illustrating how
these women managed traumatic stress, anxiety, and depression. In more than fifty yoga memoirs, Black women discuss practices of reflection,
exercise, movement, stretching, visualization, and chanting for self-care. By unveiling the depth of a struggle for wellness, memoirs offer lessons
for those who also struggle to heal from personal, cultural, and structural violence. This intellectual history expands conceptions of yoga and
defines inner peace as mental health, healing, and wellness that is both compassionate and political. Stephanie Y. Evans is a Professor of Black
Women's Studies, Director of the Institute for Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, and Affiliate Faculty in the Department of African
American Studies and in the Center for the Study of Stress, Trauma, and Resilience at Georgia State University. Her books include Black Women
and Social Justice Education: Legacies and Lessons (coedited with Andrea D. Domingue and Tania D. Mitchell); Black Women's Mental Health:
Balancing Strength and Vulnerability (coedited with Kanika Bell and Nsenga K. Burton); and African Americans and Community Engagement in
Higher Education: Community Service, Service-Learning, and Community-Based Research (coedited with Colette M. Taylor, Michelle R. Dunlap,
and DeMond S. Miller), all published by SUNY Press.
Yoga Cats Deck & Book Set features the delightful animal photography and clever digital craft of Dan Borris. The set includes 44 cards and a full
color 96-page guidebook that explains the yoga poses and their benefits. Also provided are step-by-step instructions for practicing each yoga pose
along with insightful messages. Yoga Cats are lithe and limber, sweet and silly, and each one presents inspirational insight for on and off the mat.
This deck is purrfect for cat lovers, yoga lovers, and all those looking for reasons to smile. Dog devotees check out Yoga Dogs Deck & Book Set
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Alison DeNicola is a yoga teacher, energy healer and author of Mudras For Awakening the Energy Body and Mudras for Awakening the Five
Elements. Dan Borris, the creative mind behind Yoga Dogs and Yoga Cats, has worked as a photographer in the advertising and music industries,
including Sony and Atlantic Records. His photographs have appeared in
This stylish 2018 Planner Weekly Monthly Planner Calendar Appointment Book with is designed for yoga lovers. 6" x 9" in size and available in
different yoga themes (yoga animal - cat and dog too). Full Specifications : -International Edition for use in any country-6 x 9 inches weekly and
monthly planner-12-month calendar for Year 2018 for easy reference in 12 sheets of monthly calendar -108 pages of weekly calendar sheets with
To-Do List column - 14 pages to record important dates for 2018 and personal notes -Matte cover lamination- Leather texture theme minimalist
cover design for class and elegance A perfect gift for friends and loved ones and yoga fans.
Max the Brave
Stories and Practices to Develop Gratitude and Empathy with Your Child
Shop Cats of New York
Cats @ Work
Yoga Kittens
Black Women's Yoga History
How to Achieve Balance and Happiness Through Your Cat

The epic battle between good and evil is played out in this humorous gift book, Cat Wars. Kitty warriors attempt to vanquish villainy from the
universe by wielding powerful light sabers and spouting Star War-esque sayings. What a cat-astrophe! Cat and Star Wars lovers alike will find
this gift book highly entertaining and humorous. This "is" the perfect gift book you are looking for.
For centuries, people have practiced yoga as a means of improving the body, clearing the mind, and heightening joy. Now your favorite feline
can relish the benefits of this ancient discipline with Cat Yoga. Regular practice will help your cat feel more energetic—no more three hour naps
in the sun for him! Other benefits include: • Improved balance • A sleek waistline • Mental clarity • Fuller, more luxurious whiskers Sixty fullcolor photographs of cats who have already unlocked the power of yoga guide your beloved pet on this journey, paving the way to
enlightenment through Cat Yoga. * No cats pulled a muscle, felt dizzy, or were harmed in any way in the making of this book. Does Fluffy
seem stiff and tense? Help him become the lithe and limber feline he was meant to be with Cat Yoga, a hands-on guide to the ancient practice of
yoga . . . for cats.
Specifically designed for use on a range of undergraduate and graduate courses, Introducing Japanese Popular Culture is a comprehensive
textbook offering an up-to-date overview of a wide variety of media forms. It uses particular case studies as a way into examining the broader
themes in Japanese culture and provides a thorough analysis of the historical and contemporary trends that have shaped artistic production, as
well as, politics, society, and economics. As a result, more than being a time capsule of influential trends, this book teaches enduring lessons
about how popular culture reflects the societies that produce and consume it. With contributions from an international team of scholars,
representing a range of disciplines from history and anthropology to art history and media studies, the book’s sections include: Television
Videogames Music Popular Cinema Anime Manga Popular Literature Fashion Contemporary Art Written in an accessible style by a stellar linePage 7/11
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up of international contributors, this textbook will be essential reading for students of Japanese culture and society, Asian media and popular
culture, and Asian Studies in general.
Follow these feline instructors, and you will surely become fit and flexible! This unique book is full of cats which look like they are practicing
yoga poses, so adorable that you cannot help but follow them and move your body. This book shows you how to pose correctly through fullcolor large photographs and easy-to-follow instructions supervised by an acclaimed (human) teacher. Always keep this book near you, and you
will be relaxed and amused.
Meditate like a kitten and discover the Tao of Meow . . . Is your kitten really meditating when staring off into space? In every cat’s clear-eyed
gaze lies a hint of secrets only they know. We can learn much from them—if we take time to “paws and reflect.” These adorable furballs
embody the essence of Zen Buddhism—harmony of body and mind and living fully in the present moment. Kittens exemplify the Power of
Meow with their simplicity, grace, and blissful Buddha-nature. Each feline Zen Master in this lovely volume will get you one step closer to
enlightenment as you follow the Four-Pawed Path.
2018 Planner
Driving with Cats
Fitness and Flexibility for the Modern Feline
Purrfection
Yoga Cats
Lost and Found Cat
Its Lore, Legend, and Lives
Learn to read with Pete the Cat! From New York Times bestselling artist and author James Dean, Pete the Cat is sure to make reading a
groovy experience for early readers. With five far-out stories in one box for reading on the go, this collection of My First I Can Reads is
awesome for shared reading with a child. Included in this box are five favorite Pete the Cat I Can Read books: Pete the Cat and the Bad
Banana Pete the Cat: Pete’s Train Trip Pete the Cat: Scuba-Cat Pete the Cat and the Surprise Teacher Pete the Cat’s Groovy Bake Sale
A humorous collection of dozens of photos of funny and adorable cats as they play with, roll in, and chow down their favorite snack of choice -catnip. Cats love catnip. Whether it's eating it, playing with it, or rolling around in it, catnip turns our domestic feline friends into hilarious
balls of activity. Carefree and unconstrained, they are free to be silly, exceptionally playful, and downright gnarly. Professional pet
photographer and self-confessed crazy cat man Andrew Marttila (the photographer behind Shop Cats of New York) captures a range of the
cats' silly and expressive personalities as they react to their catnip trip. Delightful, elegant Fluffy transforms into a hell-bent renegade. Shy,
reserved Mittens becomes a free-loving acrobat. In the blink of an eye, a cat's expression transforms from bored to inquisitive to playful to
curious to bizarre . . . to utterly unhinged. A fun and delightful look at our furry companions, this gift book is perfect for every cat lover.
Driving with Cats: Ours for a Short Time is a cat-themed memoir about life, love, and the human\animal-companion bond.
2019 Weekly Planner 6" x 9" (small enough for the purse/roomy enough for entries) 74 pages/Perfect bound Includes page for owner's name
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Federal Holidays 2018/2019/2020 Calendar 2018 December (preceding year's last month) 2020 January (succeeding year's first month)
2-weeks spread 1-week (7-days) page Weekly Priorities section Weekly To Do section Attractive Matte Covers (front OR back) We have a
growing list of products you might want to check for use: from journals to planners, bullet style grid paper journals, coloring books, from
diaries to special use notebooks, activity books, etc. Refer us to family and friends. Find us on Amazon under our brand name "Journals by
Victoria" and pick your favorite. They make for delightful gifts. We appreciate your feedback by leaving a review on Amazon. Thank you.
A cat finds the courage to climb again after a frightening fall from his owner's apartment balcony.
25 Personal Stories About Beauty, Bravery & Loving Your Body
Ways to Amuse and Exercise Your Cat
Take Life One Pose at a Time
Secrets of the Cat
Thai Yoga Massage
5 Far-Out Books in 1 Box!
Ours for a Short Time
The Oreo Cat is an internet famous cat who uses his fame to help support his local cat rescue. Oreo is also a Paw Project
spokescat, helping to spread the word to end feline declawing. Learn more about Oreo and his family by visiting his website:
www.theoreocat.com
The perfect journal notebook for your writing and drawing projects. The top of each page is blank, great for sketches, doodles and
drawings. The bottom of each page is lined for note-taking and perfect for descriptions, ideas, thoughts and feelings. A great place
for organizing your life, keeping track of information and exploring your thinking. Soft cover format; flexible and easy to carry
Makes a perfect gift to inspire, motivate and encourage - great for adults and children Plenty of space for creative self-expression
and reflective writing Top two-thirds of each page is blank Bottom third of each page is lined with college-ruled spacing Whether
you write, journal, doodle or draw, this is a great choice for your personal, school or work projects Use as a sketchbook, notebook,
personal diary, sleep log, food journal, prayer journal or meditation journal, fitness tracker, travel book or however you wish
Premise Content journals come in a variety of interiors with covers in bright, bold and pastel colors; enjoy them, share them,
collect them! Scroll up to purchase your sketch journal now.
Pop Culture Yoga: A Communication Remix was born out of a series of questions about the paradoxical nature of yoga: How do
individuals and groups define yoga? What does it mean to "practice yoga", and what does this practice involve? What are some of
the most important principles, guidelines, or philosophical tenets of yoga that shape people's definitions and practices? Who has
the power and authority to define yoga? What are the limits, if any, of shared definitions of yoga? Kristen C. Blinne explores the
myriad ways "yoga" is communicatively constructed and defined in and through popular culture in the United States. In doing so,
Blinne offers insight into the many identity work processes in play in the construction of yoga categories, illuminating how
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individuals' and groups' words and actions represent practices of claiming--part of a complex communicative process centered
around membership categorization--based on a range of authenticity discourses. Employing popular culture writing styles, Blinne
ultimately contends that the majority of yoga styles practiced in the United States are remixes that can be classified as pop culture
yoga, a distinct way of understanding this complex phenomenon.
Max the Brave is a brilliant new picture book from Ed Vere. This is Max. Max the Brave, Max the Fearless, Max the Mousecatcher... But, in order to be a Mouse-catcher, Max needs to know what a mouse is, so off he goes to find out. This hilarious new
picture book from the phenomenally-talented Ed Vere introduces a new and lovable character, with Ed's trademark bold
illustrations and clever story. Other Ed Vere titles to look out for: Banana; Bedtime for Monsters; Mr. Big Ed Vere studied fine art at
Camberwell College of Art and has been writing and illustrating children's books since 1999. He is published in both England and
the US. Ed is also a painter, working from his studio in east London and is represented by galleries in London and Los Angeles.
After a year and a half living in Barcelona, Ed now lives and works in London.
"Discover dozens of ways to draw on the power of cats -- the perfect remedy for today's stressful life"--Backcover.
A Dynamic Therapy for Physical Well-Being and Spiritual Energy
Teaching Contemporary Yoga
A Communication Remix
Choose to Believe (Red and Yellow) 6x9 - Pages Are LINED on the BOTTOM THIRD with Blank Space on Top
Easy Flexibility Training for ALL Ages and Fitness Levels
How to Be a Cat
Pop Culture Yoga
In this remarkable, first-of-its-kind book, twenty-five contributors—including musician Alanis
Morissette, celebrity yoga instructor Seane Corn, and New York Times bestselling author Dr. Sara
Gottfried—discuss how yoga and body image intersect. Through inspiring personal stories you’ll discover
how yoga not only affects your physical health, but also how you feel about your body. Offering unique
perspectives on yoga and how it has shaped their lives, the writers provide tips for using yoga to find
self-empowerment and improved body image. This anthology unites a diverse collection of voices that
address topics across the spectrum of human experience, from culture and media to gender and sexuality.
Yoga and Body Image will help you learn to connect with and love your beautiful body. 2015 IPPY Award
Bonze Medal Winner in Inspirational/Spiritual 2014 ForeWord IndieFab Bronze Winner for Body, Mind &
Spirit
Yoga Cat in Meditation ( 2-Weeks Spread/7-Days Page )
The 40 Best Beginner Stretches
Memoirs of Inner Peace
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The Oreo Cat
Cat Wars
Yoga Cats Deck & Book Set
2019 Daily Planner
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